Are you leveraging location
data to improve customer
experiences?

Syniverse Location Data Service
The extensive amount of data available to mobile service providers has provided a unique opportunity to enhance
the user experience. One of the most valuable pieces of data that a service provider has access to is locationrelated subscriber data, which provides a world of possibilities when it is leveraged to protect, engage and interact
with customers in a contextually relevant manner.
Syniverse Location Data Service provides a secure, private network-based platform that allows mobile service
providers to monetize and deliver a broad range of location-related services to opted-in mobile users in real time.
Building on our 25-year-plus history in the mobile industry, our Location Data Service delivers a comprehensive
solution that fosters relationships between enterprises and operators.
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Uses
The potential to leverage location-related subscriber data opens new possibilities for more contextually relevant
offerings. From fraud protection to marketing offers to customer service optimization, the number of compelling
use cases spans a variety of industries. Some examples include:

Vertical Market

Use Case

Cross-Border Travel
Alert (CBTA)*

Description
Activate a credit card for a registered cardholder based on
current international location
Correlate a credit card transaction with a cardholder’s
international location to allow credit card authorization

Financial
Domestic Fraud
Mitigation
Card-Not-Present
Validation

Travel and
Hospitality

Retail

Extend fraud mitigation to domestic location scenario

Extend fraud mitigation to Internet transactions

Safety Travel Alerts*

Broadcast notification to corporate employees based on their
current location, if they are detected in “risky” areas

Corporate Travel
Concierge

Monitor customer travel arrangements with customer location,
and if any mismatch is found, update the itinerary and
proceed with automatic cancellation

Contextual Travel
Upselling

Push real-time offers to customers based on current location
and previous traveling and purchasing behavior

Predictive Travel
Analysis

Analyze travelers’ behavior to identify recurrent patterns and
anticipate future traveling needs

Contextual Travel
Monitoring

Match international travelers’ location with reservations to
detect who traveled without using a specific airline

Contextual Hotel
Reservation

Match international customer location with hotel reservations
to detect who traveled without hotel arrangements to enable
contextual offering of hotel deals

E-Couponing

Match subscriber international location and retail loyalty
program membership to push customized geolocation-based
e-coupons to a registered mobile device
*In Production
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Benefits
■■

Creates a new source of revenue for mobile operators through the monetization of existing mobile location data

■■

Enables enterprises to leverage mobile location services to improve customer satisfaction, engagement,
security and loyalty

■■

Meets financial and telecommunication industry requirements for consumer consent management, utilizing a
double opt-in privacy process

■■

Protects user identity and reduces fraud by fully complying with North American and European Union
regulatory standards for data privacy and security

■■

Utilizes a flexible platform, allowing customized delivery locally, regionally and internationally

■■

Fosters global relationships between consumer companies and operators by aggregating subscriber data so
companies can deliver better experiences through mobile

Features
■■

Provides secure management and delivery of subscriber location data on a cloud-based, real-time service platform
■■

Multi-tenant architecture to support a variety of location-based services

■■

Scalable and reliable platform to support large volumes of data

■■

Delivers the necessary capabilities to financial institutions to help them make more effective decisions when
defining consumer risk profiles

■■

Aggregates subscriber data from multiple operators by managing the following processes:
■■

Opt-in/opt-out processing – Provides system for users to consent to or terminate data and location
sharing for real-time contextual services, offers and anonymized actions

■■

Identity management – Utilizes network attributes to enhance authentication, transaction security,
database integrity and marketing effectiveness

■■

Consumer-consent validation and data privacy management – Performs geolocation queries only for
opted-in subscribers until an opt-out request is received from the enterprise or directly from the subscriber

■■

Operator onboarding and settlement – Provides common onboarding process and single industrystandard API to enable integrated administration, automation and settlement with brands

■■

Reporting and business intelligence – Provides access to signaling traffic from multiple operators to
enable third parties to better reach, engage and deliver real-time contextual services to their mobile users

Get Started
Today!

Syniverse is a global mobile solutions specialist that connects more than 1,500 mobile service
providers and consumer companies in nearly 200 countries. We specialize in enabling the world’s
mobile users to connect with each other regardless of device, network or location. Our advanced
cloud-based solutions deliver superior user experiences through always-on services and real-time
engagement. For more than 25 years, we have been simplifying complexity to deliver the promise
of mobility – a simple, interoperable experience, anytime, anywhere.
Contact us today for more information or visit www.syniverse.com to learn more.
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